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Abstract 
Polishing is the key to obtaining high quality optical elements as the final 
processing step of optical finishing. Bonnet polishing is an ultra-precision machining 
technology which has great development potential. It has many advantages, such as 
stable material removal characteristics, large contact area, good anastomosis, high 
polishing precision, high efficiency and so on. However, limited by the size of 
polishing bonnet which is one of the small grinding polishing tools, ripples will 
appear on the optical surfaces, namely the mid-frequency error. Its existence seriously 
affects the performance of optical system, so it’s imperative to research related 
technologies. In this paper, the mid-frequency error of optical elements polished with 
conventional paths is evaluated on the basis of the extraction of optical surface 
morphology. Around the generation mechanism of mid-frequency error, the paper 
points out that the planning of  polishing paths is critical to suppress mid-frequency 
error. Reasonable planning strategy of polishing paths is proposed and its feasibility is 
verified through simulation study and plenty of polishing experiments. The major 
research efforts include the following points: 
1. A method of extracting height information is presented to obtain the height 
distribution data of optical surfaces rapidly and accurately based on image processing. 
With the use of MATLAB, a benchmark database is established through image input 
and cropping to acquire height distribution data of optical surfaces ultimately. A 
comparison between extraction results and the detection results of laser interferometer 
is conducted in order to verify the correctness of the method.   
2. Spectrum method is used to analyze the influence of polishing paths on the 
mid-frequency error of optical elements, including raster path, spiral path and 
improved Prim algorithm path. By exploring the causes of mid-frequency error, an 
effective measure is put forward to control it. 
3. Based on the analysis of mid-frequency error mechanism with traditional paths, 
an exploration of reducing mid-frequency error with polishing paths is executed. 















adaptive raster path and random spiral path are raised and implemented. 
4. The above paths are simulated to discuss their impacts on PV and 
mid-frequency error of optical elements. Bonnet polishing experiments are carried out 
with the polishing paths based on the optical surface topography obtained by laser 
interferometer. The superiority of polishing paths is verified by comparing the optical 
surface quality before and after the experiments. 
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离子束抛光是一种非接触的抛光加工方法，最早是由 Meinel 等[17]于 1965 年
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